
1. Do you see an advisor when registering for classes?  
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1 Yes 731 79%

2 No 200 21%

Total 931

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.21

Variance 0.17

Standard Deviation 0.41

Total Responses 931

# Answer Bar Response %

Statistic Value



2. If yes, what is the greatest benefit you see?

1  730 78%

2 I do not visit an advisor. 201 22%

Total 931

Advice on classes to take

Making sure I am taking all the classes I need

Realizing you will actually graduate in 4 years

Keep you on track to graduate on time

Convincing them that you know what you are actually doing.

Keeping my class schedule balanced and on schedule to graduate in 4 years

Knowing what to take

Knowing how to schedule out my classes to insure that I am fulfilling the correct requirements.

They help make sure you have the classes you need to graduate on time.

Experience in registering students

Discuss about what is he going to teach and give a quick background about my research.

Stay on track with my program

required

They are right there to answer any questions I would have about a specific class

knowing a plan

It gives me another person to discuss my thoughts as well as provide good insight to which classes should be taken together and which electives would be more beneficial for
my interests.

Guidance

She helps me make sure I have a healthy balance between my science and general courses.

Someone double chcking my schedule making sure it isnt too much

Getting a second opinion on what classes to take

Staying on track and getting someone to second check

Guidance on what classes to take

Making sure I get the classes done that I need to.

My advisor is generally more knowledgeable about which classes I need in order to graduate. Plus I like my advisor

Knowing how the classes relate to each other

right classes

Making sure i am fullfilling all graduation requirements

Making sure graduation requirements are met

Confirming class schedules and questions about alternative classes

They give you good guidance for your major

The advice provided

Making sure my classes line up

The encouragement that they provide when I am making my schedule.

I have more direction when deciding on my courses.

They let me know what classes I need to take to graduate and what classes would benefit me most for what career I want to go into

Knowing that I'm on schedule and not missing any classes

They help me make sure I'm fulfilling the classes required

Correct classes

Fellowship and making sure I'm staying in the know

Not really any benefits. I have to see them because there are advisor holds on my account. They dont do anything or help you.

Direction in which classes to take.

Being on the right track to graduate

Make sure I'm on the right track

Signed up for the correct classes

Knowing what classes I need

Guidance on piecing together a better schedule

# Answer Bar Response %

 



I can make sure I am taking the right classes to attain my degree

Guidance.

They tell me what classes to take and give me good advice and guidance

Mentorship, it's importnant.

Making sure I'm registering For the right classes and am on track for my program.

She understands thr requirements of my major and can help me plan my classes out semesters ahead of time.

Making sure I am on track and getting into the classes that I need to.

4-year graduation rate

Making sure I am in track, even though I can see this for myself on campus connection.

They can help get to the right classes, but some advisors have no idea what they're talking about..

Planning for classes

making sure credits fully apply to my majors

Help planning out my schedule

Confirming what classes I should take during a certain semester to guarantee an on-time graduation.

Making sure I graduate

Planning assistance

Help

I know exactly what classes I need to graduate

Their assistance

Having someone help with your schedule

Good insight for what's to come

Removes the advising hold on my account

Picking classes

I get to know my advisor and she can know who I am and what it is I want to do so she may be able to help me more

Isn't that much help, is rude.

Makes sure your classes are in your best interests.

I stay on track by knowing which classes needed to be taken specifically during the spring or fall.

I get a second opinion on the classes I'm taking and better guidance about which ones to take

To make sure I am on the right track.

they tell me what classes to take.

Getting into the right courses.

helping feel like I have the correct schedule laid out for the next year

Advice on what classes to take

my advisor tells me which classes will fit in my schedule and i can make sure that im on track to graduate on time

Figuring out what classes to take at a specific time

They are helpful when signing up for classes with my major.

Having someone tell me what is required of me and someone I can go to with any question

It helps keep me on track.

To ensure I am on track

Any insight or advise that they can give me.

knowing exactly what classes you need to take. a brief idea of what the classes are like.

THey can give you reccomendations on what classes to take.

they understand what it takes to graduate

Getting into the right classes to stay on track with my degree

They plan all 4 years for me

Class suggestions

Help with what I need to do for a great future.

Accurate planning for classes.

I get to know what classes are best

Forced to see advisor otherwise can't sign up for classes.

The order in which to take classes

Face to face conversations help with saking questions and getting an answer that satisfies

To know or have recommendation of what classes to take.

They know what classes are best for me.

This table has more than 100 rows. Click here to view all responses
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Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.22

Variance 0.17

Standard Deviation 0.41

Total Responses 931

Statistic Value



3. If no, why not?

1  209 22%

2 I visit an advisor. 722 78%

Total 931

My classes were already outlined for this semester of the program.

No better ideas then myself when concerning scheduling

I know what classes I need and when I need to take them

I'm a grad student.

I just look at the curriculum or ask my big brother

I know what i need to sign up for

My advisor told me not to continue my major and to switch.

I know better what I need to take than anybody else does.

The advisors are not helpful...I can look up and get better information on my own.

Basically, act like a person with alzheimer

I have before but didn't this semester

My advisor is awful

In the pharmacy program my classes are set for me to take.

The college of pharmacy says we can't speak to our advisors about registering for classes

i'm able to decide on my own

In pharmacy school, curriculum provided for me.

Advisors suck at making schedules

It is hard to see them

I know which courses I need to take

I can see no benefits in doing so. Since I work FT and attend school FT I just do not have the time.

Getting help

I don't need to and I don't want to take up too much of their time

They were never helpful and made me feel like an inconvenience

I already know what classes to take

Because I can try the classes and drop them within the first week

most are incompitent

In a professional program so classes already assigned

Waste of time

because

has not been helpful

I'm a graduate student and we determine our classes when we start.

He forced me to get 3 more courses after program requirement

When I register for class I do it online while not seeing an advisor. Perhaps you should better phrase your questions so that the data you collect is accurate?

Better planning on graduation dates

Pharmacy so know what classes I need

I don't feel like I need too.

I am capable of advising myself

I can figure out what to take on my own

don't have time

Because my advisor didn't show up, even after we confirmed via email (Okigbo). So I had to meet with the head of the department to get registered.

I already know what classes to take and when. I don't think my advisor looks at my transcript or knows what classes I have taken.

Our Dept. has pre-made requirements sheets that are easy to follow.

I met with him earlier in the year and HE gave me suggestions then.

Online, advisor has never advised

I do not see the need

My advisor is busy and important and often doesn't have time for me. If I email him I sometimes don't get a response for up to six weeks. I just figure it out on my own, it's not a
big deal.
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they are no help

I feel like I can do it myself

Didn't have enough time

My program is very structured without much leeway/space for additional classes.

I do not like my advisor

Don't feel like it

Know what to take already

I just do it myself

I know what to take, we made a plan.

Grad student

I pretty much have no time but also I feel like they only know what I already know

Lazy

Never available

I have never had questions and am able to register with out seeing my advisor.

Ever advisor that I have had is extremely unhelpful. I end up figuring things out on my own so I don't even bother.

I do not visit my assigned advisor. I meet with another one because they are more helpful than my assigned one

Pharmacy school doesn't require an advisor visit

I choose on my own

I am confident in my ability to plan my semester schedules. I'm halfway done and so far it's gone great.

Advisor doesnt know enough about this school or its requirements to be helpful in helping me.

This is my last semester of college, so I knew what I needed to take.

I've had the classes planned out since freshman year. The department does a good job of giving a list of what I need to graduate. And if I do have questions I just go to the
person who would know instead of going through the advisor when they're just gonna ask the person who knows anyway.

I do not like her.

I know what classes I'm going to take

Not helpful

Had me sign up for classes that needed prereqs

No need

I can use the curriculum guides to build my schedule on my own.

I have my classes picked for me since I am in a professional program

I don't need the help to schedule classes

Only helpful when you're completely lost with my adviser.

I only visit my advisor maybe once a year, it is nice to have someone to go to if they know what they are talking about

I know what classes I need to take.

scheduling conflicts

Not enough help or good English

I email my advisor.

Because, once you add a major it becomes a major hassle going between multiple required classes with one professor who is knowledgable on one major but not the other

I feel pressured to register for classes I don't need or want to take

It has never bennifited me and my advisors don't seem to care

I felt I had a good grasp of what classes I wanted and should take.

I know what I need to sign up for

My adviser isn't as helpful as I want him to be.

They did not respond to email.

I already know what classes I should take, because I know how to use CampusConnection's Requirements section

There is no need

I know what I'm doing

I knew what I needed to take

I figured it out by myself

She didn't help me before

Determined set classes sophomore year

Because I'm a grad student and my classes were already determined with my plan of study

Never met my advisor. No email address given. Don't know where to find him (or her...?)

My advisor is of no use. And actually he retired last year so I have not seen him in five years

I'm a big grown up grad student who doesn't need his advisor even though he has one and should probably talk to him except he feels he is often distant...
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